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BOARD PRESIDENT REPORT
It has been quite a year in terms of our

The results of the provincial election clearly

organization’s advocacy efforts – a year of

signal the need for a shift in advocacy, with the

opportunities, threats, changes, and unrelenting

replacement of a government that was

engagement in a rapidly-evolving political and

supportive of public services by one which is

economic context.

openly committed to a market fundamentalist
ideology and privatization.

The focus of much of our work has been on the
opportunities for advocacy that came with a

We have “been here before” in Alberta, we have

fixed provincial election period, which allowed

been engaged for some time in contingency

for planning and delivery of a series of targeted

planning for this eventuality, and we are

advocacy efforts to ensure that issues related to

committed to working with progressive

public services and the public interest were

organizations and individuals to fight in

highlighted in the lead-up to the 2019 provincial

effective ways to preserve and enhance our

election.

public services and promote the public interest
in the months and years to come.

In addition, it was the first time that
organizations such as ours were covered by the

I want to thank the members of our Board, our

new third-party political advertising legislation,

supporting organizations and individual

which meant that our work changed in several

members, task force members, volunteers, and

ways, including the obligation to publicly

our superb staff for contributing to our

account for expenditures deemed to be political

successful advocacy efforts this past year, and

advertising.

look forward to your efforts and support that will
lead to more success in this challenging new

In the pre-election period our advocacy and

context.

advertising focused mainly on the need for
revenue reform, followed by an extensive range
of advocacy efforts leading up to the provincial
election on April 16, including holding forums
and producing and distributing a series of
videos on child care, K-12 education, postsecondary education, and seniors issues.
In the midst of the provincial campaign, we held
our annual advocacy conference, which was
both successful and timely.
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Larry Booi

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR REPORT
The past year has been one of vast political

taxation to protect and strengthen our public

change in Alberta. Our advocacy earlier in the

services. It included a series of public

year focused on moving public services up the

discussions hosted in cities across the province,

priory list for Albertans in the lead-up to the

a variety of digital materials promoted on social

election. The change to a United Conservative

media, and extensive media coverage of the

Party government means we have a lot of work

campaign in radio, newspapers, and television.

ahead of us to defend our public services, our
democracy, and our environment. All three are

The campaign showed that Albertans do have

sure to be targets for the new government’s

an appetite for this conversation and will

agenda.

engage in it if someone puts the facts and the
various options for solving the problem on the

That means Public Interest Alberta’s role will be

table. While the campaign itself has wrapped

as important as ever, particularly in bringing

up, we will continue our advocacy in this area

organizations and individuals together across

going forward. Thank you to the organizations

these policy lines to form a strong civil society

that supported the campaign. It would not have

defense of the public interest. At the same time

happened without them.

that we are defending, we must always be
proposing alternatives and expressing a

Thank you to our staff: Monica Walker, who is in

cohesive vision of what the future of the

her fourth year in our office, and Laura Kruse,

province should look like.

who joined our staff in January. Their work has
been critical in navigating Public Interest

Thanks to the extensive work of our task forces,

Alberta through one of the busiest years we

along with the assistance of Friends of Medicare

have ever had as an organization. With another

and other ally organizations, we have a

busy year ahead, I am confident in our staff

blueprint for what should be next in Alberta.

team’s ability to support the work we do with all

Priorities for Advancing the Public Interest

of our allies across the province to advocate for a

(www.pialberta.org/priorities) will continue to be

better Alberta for all.

our guide toward revitalized public services, a
cleaner environment, and a stronger
democracy.
Our Revenue Reno campaign
(www.RevenueReno.ca) was very active over the
past year to highlight the need for the province

Joel French

to raise significantly more revenue via fair
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CHILD CARE & EARLY
LEARNING TASK FORCE
Every two years, the Child Care and Early

held a press conference at Jasper Place

Learning task force conducts a voluntary

Child Care & Family Resource Centre to

survey of child care operators across Alberta

release the summary of our 2018 Child Care

to ask questions about conditions in child

Survey. The press conference included an

care centres. In addition to overall

interview with a mother of four children

conditions in the child care sector, the

under age five whose child care costs were

survey sought to gain insights into the

reduced by half by the ELCC program. Her

impact the Government of Alberta’s Early

children also received specialized support

Learning and Child Care (ELCC) Centres

for speech delays. Our organization

pilot program, also known as the $25-a-day

produced a short video about the vital

program. The survey found that the pilot

importance of this pilot program, which has

programs were 15% more likely to serve

been viewed nearly 200,000 times.

infants and 12% more likely to offer services
to children with disabilities, compared to

Another goal of the task force was to work

other child care operators in the

with other organizations to inform the

province. The programs were also more

public about the importance of early

likely to have highly-qualified staff and

learning and child care during the election.

professional development opportunities.

We know that a child’s first five years has a
significant impact on the rest of their lives.

The results were clear: the pilot program

Children’s earliest experiences impact their

is a success. While the child care sector

likelihood of experiencing poverty,

continues to face challenges such as long

addiction, and mental health challenges.

wait lists, the ELCC program significantly

Moreover, greater skills development in

reduces those barriers to high-quality

early childhood makes it more likely that

child care. Through public funding, the

children will succeed in education, raising

ELCC centres are better equipped to

employment prospects and reducing

support children with complex needs, and

duration of unemployment.

are able to hire and retain better-trained
staff.

On top of caring about the well-being of
children, investing in the early years saves

In early January 2019, Public Interest Alberta
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us money by having a positive impact on

CHILD CARE & EARLY
LEARNING TASK FORCE
crime rates and lifetime income. It also has a
positive impact on high school graduation
rates: estimates are that a 1% increase of the
high school completion rate in Canada
would save $7.7 billion in areas such as
social assistance, costs of crime, and lost
earnings. There is also a clear link between
access to affordable child care and parents'
participation in the workforce.
Many Albertan children depend on having
access to quality, affordable child care
programs. Unfortunately, that is out of reach
for many families. The average median child
care fees across all age groups are
$1,100/month in Calgary and
$922/month in Edmonton. The task force
members strongly recommended that the
continuation and expansion of the ELCC
program be a cornerstone of government
priorities for strong public services.
The task force remains convinced that we
can’t afford to NOT invest in children and
families. Our focus for the next year, will be
to continue to work with other groups and
agencies to promote and educate the

are in a child’s development, it is imperative
that our governments set a high priority on
early learning and child care. We will
continue to raise public awareness about
the need for investing in a quality,
accessible, affordable, regulated, public
system of early learning and child care
programs.

Donna Staszenski
Task Force Chair

public and our politicians about the
importance of early learning and child care.
Child care is an investment in Alberta’s
future. Given how crucial the first five years
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DEMOCRACY TASK FORCE
Public Interest Alberta’s advocacy on

The past year also saw progress in an

democracy issues during the long lead-up

important area of our advocacy for

to the province’s April 2019 election was

democratic reform with the NDP

focused on the four priorities developed by

government's legislation in Nov 2018

the Democracy Task Force for that purpose.

to apply campaign finance laws at the
municipal level, which largely mirrored the

Those priorities included furthering

elements of the legislation at the provincial

democratic reform in the following areas:

level.

Improve citizen engagement (putting in
place a comprehensive program of

While this legislation reflected the strengths

policies and practices to ensure

of the provincial rules (banning union and

systematic engagement of citizens and

corporate contributions, reducing

civil society groups in the development of

contribution limits, enhancing oversight

public policy in our province)

and disclosure) it also mirrored the

Remedy issues with our electoral system

weaknesses of the provincial legislation,

(Ensuring representation by population,

particularly in allowing contributions that

better supporting MLAs, and replacing

are far too high.

the first-past-the-post system with one
based on proportional representation)

The long period leading up to the provincial

Further strengthen campaign and party

election campaign also revealed the need

financing (reducing annual maximum

for further democratic reforms, particularly

contribution limits and establishing

in the area of third-party political

public per vote subsidies and campaign

advertising where it became obvious that

expense rebates)

wealthy and corporate interests had found

Strengthen the role of our elected

new ways to circumvent the principles of

legislature (enhancing the role of MLAs

limiting the undue influence of money in

and limiting the excessive power of the

politics.

premier and cabinet)
The election resulted in the replacement of
the NDP government, which had made
progress in democratic reform, by a UCP
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DEMOCRACY TASK FORCE
government that has made no
commitments in this area. This changed
context will undoubtedly be an important
factor of the work of our task force in the
years ahead.

Larry Booi
Task Force Chair
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EDUCATION TASK FORCE
The past year presented significant

With the election of a UCP government, the

opportunities to promote Public Interest

problems are obviously about to get even

Alberta’s priorities for change in education,

worse. K-12 education needs over $14 billion

due to the long lead-up to Alberta’s

annually to be fiscally sustainable. There will

provincial election.

be 15,000 more students in Alberta’s schools
next fall. This increased enrollment

Because of the NDP government’s ongoing

combined with the cost of inflation means

focus on pipelines and energy issues and

that the K-12 education budget should

failure to adequately address growing

increase over 4% next year just to maintain

concerns about public education, it was

the current classroom conditions. What has

essential to concentrate on raising the

been instead proposed is a “freeze,” with

profile of these education issues over the

potentially ominous consequences.

past year.
It will mean serious cuts to programs, more
While the government did fund student

class size increases, and more under-

growth and built schools, other crucial

funding for special needs students. With tax

issues had not been adequately addressed

cuts in the works, no provincial budget until

during their time, including ballooning class

the fall, and a Blue Ribbon panel tasked

sizes, inadequate support for student needs

with identifying where cuts are to be made

in increasingly complex classrooms, lack of

to programs and government departments,

adequate and sustainable funding, and the

school boards are left to their own devices in

failure to reduce funding for private schools

meeting student needs next year. On top of

and redirect the money to public education.

this, the UCP promises to expand the
number of charter schools in the province,

Our advocacy during the past year focused

directly competing with the public systems

on these issues and priorities through a

for students and resources.

variety of means, including hosting an
education forum, producing and promoting

Strengthening our public and separate

a video, and working with education

school systems, enhancing equity,

partners to support their work in making

promoting authentic and meaningful

education issues a priority in the election.

learning, and improving investments in
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EDUCATION TASK FORCE
early learning will remain the Task Force’s
priorities. A key project that is underway is
to challenge the misguided direction of
more ‘market solutions,’ so-called "choice"
and competition in education, which in
reality will further undermine equity, our
public school systems, and democracy itself.
The task force will be working hard in this
new and challenging context to ensure that
Albertans have a clear understanding of the
need to better support the values and
programs designed to educate all children
well in our public school systems, while
developing citizenship and strengthening
democracy in the process.

Harold Neth
Task Force Chair
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HUMAN SERVICES & POVERTY
TASK FORCE
The Human Services and Poverty Task Force

governments in response.

had over the years promoted raising of the
minimum wage and the social benefit rates

The previous provincial government’s

so that Albertans do not have to live in

Alberta Child Benefit program, together

poverty. We had also met with relevant

with the Canada Child Benefit program, has

ministers with research in support of our

helped reduce child poverty in the province,

proposals.

as recent statistics show. Those benefits had
long been advocated for by Public Interest

The previous government responded by

Alberta and our allies, and they are making

raising the minimum wage incrementally

a significant difference.

over a couple of years, and increasing
benefits for persons with disabilities, people

The province also increased the number of

on income support, and senior citizens. The

affordable, high-quality early learning and

Alberta Low Wage Report published by

child care spaces in its pilot project. These

Public Interest Alberta in 2018 showed that

initiatives were very helpful to families that

raising the minimum wage benefited a

could not afford child care and it helped

significant number of Alberta workers.

low-income families to retain their jobs

Nearly one in six Albertans got a raise as a

instead of falling into the trap of

result of October’s minimum wage increase.

government social assistance.

More than 60% of workers who received a
minimum wage raise are women. And

While the Human Services & Poverty Task

three-quarters of workers who benefited are

Force has accomplished significant

20 years of age or older.

successes over the last couple of years in
convincing the previous government with

Public Interest Alberta, the Edmonton Social

progressive social policies, there is a

Planning Council, and the Alberta College of

concern that some of them may get

Social Workers jointly published a new

reversed with the change of provincial

report in November 2018 titled “One in Six is

government this year. The minimum wage

Too Many: An Alberta Child Poverty Report”.

for workers under 18 years of age has

It found that almost 17% of children live in

already been reduced to $13 from $15 per

poverty and face challenges, and

hour.

recommended several changes to
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HUMAN SERVICES & POVERTY
TASK FORCE
The Human Services and Poverty Task Force
will monitor closely all policy changes and
continue to advocate publicly on these
important issues. The purpose will be to
demonstrate through our research and case
examples the impact such policy changes
have on low-income Alberta individuals,
families, and children.
In addition, we will continue to promote
policies that enhance and improve the lives
of all Albertans who happen to have low
incomes. For example, if people on social
assistance who are working but earn
insufficient income were allowed to keep a
higher percentage of their earnings before
their benefits are affected, clients will have
an incentive to take up even a part-time job
and make inroads into the job market. If the
Adult Health Benefit program is extended
to all low-income working Albertans who
have no health insurance coverage through
their job, it will help them remain attached
to the workforce. These and more policy
options are outlined in the Priorities for
Advancing the Public Interest document
Public Interest Alberta published in
February 2018 and will continue to guide
our advocacy going forward.

Vasant Chotai
Task Force Chair
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POST-SECONDARY
EDUCATION TASK FORCE
This past year, the Post-Secondary

past decades that led to chronic

Education (PSE) Task Force continued to

underfunding to the post-secondary

promote our priorities highlighted in

environment in Alberta.

Priorities for Advancing the Public Interest,
which includes many of the most pressing

The results of the election will mean the

issues facing PSE in Alberta today. We also

task force adding to its priorities and

have expanded the membership of the task

strategy for the coming year. We will

force by reaching out to new members and

continue to advocate for strengthening the

member organizations and we intend to

sector and to protect the moderate gains

continue this work by bringing more voices

made over the last number of years. Yet we

to the table.

must also prepare to challenge any
attempts to reduce the quality and

One of the main priorities of the PSE Task

affordability of our PSE institutions in

Force focused on messaging in the lead-up

Alberta. Our goal will be to advocate

to the 2019 provincial election. We felt that

against any changes that will set us back,

it was important to keep Albertans aware of

while promoting a positive and progressive

just how important PSE is to Alberta’s

vision of where our sector should be going.

economic and social outlook. We put out
written messaging as well as a video aimed
at spreading this idea ahead of the election.
The last provincial budget addressed some
of our concerns, such as the continuation of
tuition freeze, changes to governance of
PSE institutions, funding student mental
health and investments in deferred
maintenance for failing infrastructure on
campuses. We hope that these and other
improvements will continue into 2019 and
beyond, yet we are now facing the real
possibility of renewed austerity in the sector,
austerity previously experienced in
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Quinn Benders
Task Force Chair

GENERAL ADVOCACY
ALBERTA SENIORS
DESERVE BETTER
ABSeniors.ca features a series of four videos
highlighting the challenges facing Alberta
families in our seniors' care system.

2,452,540
IMPRESSIONS*
STRENGTHENING
PUBLIC SERVICES

Video clips taken from town halls, media
conferences, and activist interviews
exploring how to strengthen and revitalize
the public services Albertans rely on.

515,766
IMPRESSIONS
REVENUE RENO

A digital campaign to raise awareness of
Alberta's revenue shortfall and start the
conversation about common sense
solutions like changes to income tax and a
provincial sales tax to protect and revitalize
our valuable public services.

1,601,995
IMPRESSIONS
*Impressions are the number of times a video was seen, both paid and organic
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SENIORS' TASK FORCE
This year provided a period of transition for

partnered with Friends of Medicare to host

the Seniors’ Task Force. Noel Somerville,

a Citizens’ Forum in Red Deer in March.

long-time chair of the group, ceded the

Held at the Golden Circle Seniors’ Centre, a

chair to me at the beginning of the term,

series of speakers each briefly presented on

although he has continued to serve as Vice

a variety of issues affecting provision of

Chair, providing advice and guidance to the

health care across Alberta and issues

group.

specific to seniors. As the evening event
commenced, the standing-room-only

Additionally, the lead-up to the much-

audience enthusiastically participated in

anticipated provincial election provided an

question-and-answer sessions with the

air of uncertainty for the planning of

many presenters who each participated as a

advocacy activities. However, the

provider, advocate, or beneficiary of care. It

dedication of the groups and individuals

quickly became evident that the

represented on this task force continues to

accessibility, transparency, quality and cost

be enthusiastic and comprehensive.

of long-term care for seniors is a major issue
in all areas of the province. As indicated in a

A working group of members revised the

recent Globe and Mail article published May

PIA Position Statement on the national

27, 2019 and entitled "Bedlam over beds: We

pharmacare plan, developing a succinct

can no longer ignore our long-term-care

statement that is available for use in

crisis," the crisis here in Alberta is a national

discussions with politicians at all levels. The

crisis.

primary focus for the statement is to ensure
that we have a single payer plan at both the

Short video clips on various problems in

procurement and the user levels. The

seniors' care were developed from the

current status of a patchwork of public and

Citizens’ Forum and have been viewed

private plans with major gaps for far too

extensively through various social media

many individuals is simply not acceptable.

platforms including YouTube and in
medical clinics around the province.

With the amazing support of Sam Denhaan,
Jim Saltvold, and Tom Skoreyko, three task

As we parse this particular issue and despite

force members residing in Red Deer, PIA

some initiatives undertaken by the former
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SENIORS TASK FORCE
NDP government, services are being
provided by a combination of public and
both for-profit and non-profit operators that
are inadequately regulated and are neither
accountable nor transparent. Seniors’
issues received very little, if any, attention in
the provincial election and the Seniors’ Task
Force will be acting to raise the profile
during the upcoming year.
We will be undertaking further town halls
during the upcoming year to engage
citizens and volunteers in various
communities. The timing and locations
will be determined through consultation
with various member organizations. Our
goal is to create awareness of issues and
provide opportunities to hear the
experiences of Alberta’s seniors and their
formal and informal caregivers. Armed
with a broad base of information and
experiences, we anticipate an active-although difficult--year of advocacy and
lobbying with the new provincial
government.

Terry Price
Task Force Chair
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ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION
Environment policy is an area with

based on social justice values. It is exciting

significant challenges in Alberta. The NDP

to see the momentum in this movement,

government’s climate change plan made

and it will be important for Public Interest

modest progress in some areas, particularly

Alberta and our partner organizations to

the small price on carbon and the resulting

find ways to support and participate in

revenue that was invested in various

these efforts.

initiatives related to energy efficiency and
renewable energy generation.

I continue to serve as co-chair of the Alberta
Green Economy Network (AGEN), which

Alberta’s greenhouse gas emissions

took on some exciting projects over the past

continued to grow, and in nearly all

year. Those included grant-funded

situations, the government prioritized

initiatives to engage condo boards in

expansion of the fossil fuel industry over

conversations about energy efficiency and

concerns about climate change and the

renewable energy, and elementary school

environment. We can expect the new UCP

children about the basics of solar energy

government to be even more extreme in

generation.

that regard; it is already dismantling the
previous government’s modest work on

As weather and natural disasters become

climate change.

more extreme, the public is becoming more
aware of the need for action on climate

Meanwhile, youth are stepping up across

change. Public Interest Alberta will continue

the country, including in Alberta, to push for

to work alongside the many environmental

a Green New Deal, inspired by efforts in the

advocacy groups in the province, as well as

United States to connect work on climate

through the membership of our various

change with justice for workers and the

other ally organizations, to push for science-

most marginalized groups in our society,

based action on climate change, toward a

while taking on corporate power and

healthier and more sustainable

expanding public services. These advocacy

environment.

efforts share many similarities to Public
Interest Alberta’s model of advocacy,
connecting the dots across policy areas
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Joel French, Executive Director

ANNUAL ADVOCACY
CONFERENCE
Our successful and well-attended 13th

panels about a just transition away from

annual advocacy conference, OUR Public

fossil fuels, expanding public services, and

Services: Protecting and Revitalizing in

breakout sessions that covered our seven

Uncertain Times was held on April 4 & 5 in

core advocacy areas.

Edmonton, with a keynote in Calgary on
April 3, 2019.
Trish Hennessy, Executive Director of
Upstream and founding director of the
Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives'

Thank you to everyone who made this
conference a success, including our
conference planning committee, staff, and
volunteers!

Ontario office presented a passionate
keynote address about how progressives
must move from a position of being
firefighters to become builders; in addition
to defending our public services from
attacks, we must work together to revitalize
and strengthen our public services to
collectively envision a brighter and more
equitable future.
Public health care advocate Dr. Allyson
Pollock's gave us a sobering investigation of
the destruction of the National Health
Service in the UK. We were treated to a
performance from Edmonton's Poet
Laureate, Ahmed "Knowmadic" Ali. Heather
Smith and Elisabeth Ballerman, two of
Alberta's iconic progressive leaders
reminded us to never give up the fight for
our public services.
Other highlights were a full afternoon of an
interactive poverty reduction workshop,
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REVENUE 2018-19 - $371,359

OPERATING EXPENSES 2018-19
$313,320

*
**
***
****

* Office Expenses: Rent & Parking, Equipment/Programs, Telecommunications, Office Supplies, Insurance , Furniture,
Conference Calling
** Bookkeeping & Financial Expenses: Audit Fees, Amortization, Bank Charges
*** Board, Staff Volunteer & Meeting Expenses: AGM, Board/Executive, Volunteer Expenses, Staff/Meetings/Volunteer
Food
**** Miscellaneous: Affiliations, Miscellaneous, WCB Premiums, Achievements
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PROGRAM COSTS 2018-19 - $92,050

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2018-2019
Larry Booi, President
Individual

Rod Feland, Director
Alberta Union of Provincial Employees

Siobhán Vipond, Vice-President
Alberta Federation of Labour

Quinn Benders, Director
Non-Academic Staff Association

Vasant Chotai, Vice-President
Individual

Scott Crichton, Director
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers Local 424

Jonathan Teghtmeyer, Treasurer
Alberta Teachers’ Association

Collin Anderson, Director
Alberta Federation of Union Retirees

Terry Price, Secretary
Individual

Rory Gill, Director
CUPE Alberta Division

Mike Parker, Director
Health Sciences Association of Alberta

Carol Wodak, Director
Seniors’ Action and Liaison Team

Heather Smith, Director
United Nurses of Alberta

Ricardo Acuña, Ex-Officio
Parkland Institute

Sandra Azocar, Ex-Officio
Friends of Medicare

STAFF
Joel French, Executive Director
Monica Walker, Financial & Administrative Officer
Laura Kruse, Communications Officer
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